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   Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet-Draft and is in full conformance
   with all provisions of Section 10 of RFC2026.
   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups.  Note that
   other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-
   Drafts.
   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six
   months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents
   at any time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as
   reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at

http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at

http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html

Abstract

   This draft is part of a gladiator contest within the MIDCOM WG to
   determine what network topology information is needed at the Midcom agent.

   By taking out application awareness from Middle Boxes in the
   networks, and keeping this application knowledge in the application
   devices (the Midcom Agents); sufficient information needs to be put
   in the Midcom Agent to allow them to fulfill their responsibility.
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1  Introduction

   The Midcom Agent (MA) should have sufficient information to request
   the Middle Box to open pinholes or perform NAT binds or other
   specific actions on packet flows.

   This draft presents several types of Middle Boxes that could be
   deployed in networks and the type of information that a MA needs
   to have to perform it's tasks properly.

2   Conventions used in this document

    The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
    "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in
    this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119.

3  Used Terminology in the draft

   If : an interface, it could be logical (ATM VC, FR DLCI, PPP
   variants, IPSEC tunnel...) or physical.

   Overlapped address networks: Networks having overlapping addresses

   Loopback address: Address that is not linked to an interface

4  Middle Box examples and Midcom requirements

   This section describes several Middle Boxes (MB) that are deployed
   in networks:
   - Middle Box connected to two address realms (that don't have
   overlapped addresses).
   - Middle Box connected to networks having overlapped addresses.
   - Multi-homed Middle Box acting as a media proxy.

   The first category include the residential and enterprise Middle

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119


   Boxes, the second includes the Provider Provisioned Middle Boxes or
   other Middle Boxes interfacing networks that have overlapped
   addresses and the third includes, for example, RTP Proxies that are
   commonly used to allow VoIP media to pass through a firewall which
   does not have application awareness nor supporting Midcom
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4.1  Middle Boxes connected to two address realms

   ++++++++++++++++++++
   + Customer     If1 +
   + network  +++++---+       o o o o o o         +++++++++++++++++++
   +          +MB1+If2+-------o           o       +Telephony Service+
   +   If5----+++++   +      oThe Internet o------+ Provider        +
   + If4-----/   +    +       o o o o o o o       + ++++            +
   +       If3---+    +                           + +MA+            +
    ++++++++++++++++++                            + ++++            +
                                                  +++++++++++++++++++

   This example covers Middle Boxes that can have two (or more)
   interfaces and connected to 2 address realms (the
   enterprise realm and the public realm).
   The example MB has 5 interfaces. 3 of the interfaces (could be
   one in case of a 2 interfaces MB)are used to connect internal hosts
   (if3,4,5) and 2 interfaces (could just be one in case of 2 interface
   Middle Box)are used to connect to the customer's ISP (if1,2).

   This MB is similar to all existing MB implementations, in that MB
   packet filtering profiles are bounded to interfaces.
   In the case of the NAT function, the profile is unique to the MB.
   For packet filters, 2 profiles may exist: one for the egress and one for
   ingress.

   We shall not consider other networks (the model will still be
   unchanged) since the purpose of the draft is to determine what
   information the Midcom Agent requires to allow particular flows to
   traverse a Middle Box.

   Primary things the Midcom Agent needs to know when it needs to ask a
   particular MB to apply certain tasks on a flow:
   -Which MB the application flows will be traversing, this is
   currently out of scope of the MIDCOM WG
   -How to address the MB (loopback address or another reachable
   address)
   -Provide a matching or filter expression to enable the MB to
   identify the flow
   -Which tasks or queries to execute (Open a pinhole, get a BIND ...)
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   What about the interface and the direction?
   The direction information is relevant to the direction of the
   packets on the interfaces (coming in or going out of the interface).

   When the MA will send the Midcom message, it will contain a flow
   matching expression and the action to apply to the flow. The MB will
   know which profile to update (i.e. which interface is traversed and
   which direction).
   The direction is implied by the source and destination contained in
   the flow matching expression.

   The routing software could determine based on the routing table,
   which interface the packets may traverse; the rule will then be
   added to the proper MB function profile.
   If the packet might traverse several interfaces the rule will be set
   on all the related profiles.
   There is a potential ambiguity when the source of the flow is not
   known.
   Typically this is the case of VoIP applications where the receiver
   is known but not the sender (initially since not included in the
   SDP).
   In this case, all packet filter profiles need to be appended with
   the new rule (including packet filters that are bounded to if3,4
   &5).
   Alternatively an optional parameter within the matching expression
   could be used to express the directionality of the flow.
   As an example:
   -WAN could mean that the flow is from devices external to the
   network (i.e. limiting the packet filter profiles to the ingress
   ones of If1 & If2)
   -LAN could mean that the flow is from devices internal to the
   network (i.e. limiting the packet filter profiles to the ones of
     if3,4,5)

   The usage of "LAN" could address certain enterprise networks where
   packet filters are introduced between certain departments (case
   where packet filter profiles on internal interfaces require to be
   updated with new rule set).
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4.2  Middle Boxes connected networks having overlapped addresses

   Provider provisioned middle boxes addresses subscribers that have
   outsourced their Middle Box services to their Internet Service
   Providers (ISP).

   This example shows 2 customer networks that are provided:
     - The Internet connectivity service by the same ISP
     - Their telephony service by either the same or different
   Telephony Service Provider (TSP)

   +++++++++++++              +++++++++++++
   +           +         If1  +ISP        +
   +Cust A     +--------------+--++++++   +
   + 10/8      +         If2  +  + MB1+   + If3   o  o  o o
   +++++++++++++          ----+--+    +---+----o            o
                         /    +  ++++++   +\
                        /     +++++++++++++ \  o Internet   o
                       /                 If4 \-           o
                      /                         o o o o o
   ++++++++++        /                            +
   +        +       /                             +
   +Cust B  +-------                              +
   + 10/8   +                                +++++++++++++
   ++++++++++                                +TSP        +
                                             + ++++      +
                                             + +MA+      +
                                             + ++++      +
                                             +++++++++++++

   The main difference between the previous example and this one is
   that the physical MB, is subdivided into several logical MBs.
   Each logical MB has it's own interfaces and MB function profiles.

   The logical MBs need to be addressed with separate identifiers.
   This is separate from the loop address which was discussed previously.

   To communicate with the logical MB, the MA will require to use the logical
   MB's identifier within the Midcom protocol.

   There is potentially another variant in which even the logical
   Middle Box could be connected to "overlapped addresses" networks.

   In this case, the Midcom Agent will need to inform the Middle Box
   about the address's realm (either source or destination)of the
   specified flow.
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   Both Middle Box identifier and the realm identifier should be
   optional parameters in the Midcom protocol.

   Apart from the previous, the information required for the MA and
   provided to the MB via the Midcom protocol is similar to 3.1

4.3  Multi-homed Middleboxes acting as media proxies

   +++++++++++++              +++++++++++++
   +           +         If1  +ISP        +
   + A         +--------------+--++++++   +
   + private   +         If2  +  + MB1+   + If3   o  o  o o
   +++++++++++++          ----+--+    +---+----o            o
                         /    +  ++++++   +\
                        /     +++++++++++++ \  o Internet   o
                       /        /If5    If4  \-           o
                      /
                               /                o o o o o
   ++++++++++        /        /
   +   B    +       /    ++++++++++
   +private +-------     +   C    +
   ++++++++++            +private +
                         ++++++++++

   This case can be considered a special case of the scenario depicted
   in Section 4.2. The MB1 in the above figure is a multi-homed RTP
   Proxy (which terminates an RTP session in one interface and
   initiates a new one from the other interface). Assume that networks
   A, B and C contain private IP addresses, which overlap. To allow a
   VoIP session through the Proxy, we need allocation of either two
   private IP addresses (if a call is made between networks A, B or C),
   or a private IP address and a public IP address (if a call is made
   between an endpoint in networks A/B/C and an endpoint in the public
   Internet). In this case the Agent needs to specify the interface (or
   realm) through which the media will traverse the MB in order to make
   the MB assign IP addresses and perform proper binding of the RTP
   media with the interface.

5  Summary
   The main issue to resolve while deploying Midcom enabled Middle
   Boxes will be on providing the MB presence on the path of the flows
   to the MAs.
   Manual configuration will be a BIG operational burden on the
   application service providers, and will not  be the most common
   solution (ref  [DSCVRYCA]).
   Extending the syntax to allow the MA to address properly a MB



   (logical or physical) or to provide a proper flow filtering
   expression is not a complicated issue.
   The Middle Box discovery is still a key piece of the puzzle.
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10 Full Copyright Statement

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to
   others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it
   or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published
   and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any
   kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph
   are included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this
   document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing
   the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other
   Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of
   developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for
   copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be
   followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than
   English.  The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and
   will not be revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or
   assigns.  This document and the information contained
   herein is provided on an "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND
   THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES,
   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT
   THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR
   ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE."
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